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After 17 years of virtual pianos, Ivory now offers a complete line of world-class digital pianos. Ivory is one of the few companies capable of developing a state-of-the-art virtual piano collection using unrivaled sampling, synthesis and modeling technology. Ivory virtual pianos offer feature-rich collections
that contain several models of each virtual piano type available (or at least all of the most popular ones). This gives musicians and musicians the ability to try out several different virtual pianos and find the one that works best for them. The Ivory Virtual Pianos collection is an unprecedented wealth of

digital pianos from around the world. You can pick a virtual grand piano from the United States, Europe, Japan, China or India, and if the sound of your favorite piano is not among the many that Ivory is able to sample or model, Ivory will contact you and ask if you would like to bring your favorite piano to
the Ivory team. Ivory virtual pianos are perfect for advanced musicians and for beginning performers who want to make a customized piano from the ground up. Ivory also offers a mid-to-advanced user feature called MIDI DSP Control (introduced in full versions of Ivory Grand Pianos). MIDI DSP Control

lets musicians adjust and customize the sound of their virtual piano while simultaneously using the full-featured, multimodeled virtual piano software. Unlike conventional virtual piano software, which often has a preset collection of sounds from the Ivory team, Ivory virtual pianos start with a completely
blank slate. After adding velocities, sustaining samples and voicing features, you can select from a wide variety of different samples and modeling technologies to make the sound of your virtual piano exactly as you want it. 5ec8ef588b
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